Abstract. Bitcoin cryptocurrency demonstrated the utility of global consensus across thousands of nodes, changing the world of digital transactions forever. In the early days of Bitcoin, the performance of its probabilistic proof-of-work (PoW) based consensus fabric, also known as blockchain, was not a major issue. Bitcoin became a success story, despite its consensus latencies on the order of an hour and the theoretical peak throughput of only up to 7 transactions per second. The situation today is radically different and the poor performance scalability of early PoW blockchains no longer makes sense. Specifically, the trend of modern cryptocurrency platforms, such as Ethereum, is to support execution of arbitrary distributed applications on blockchain fabric, needing much better performance. This approach, however, makes cryptocurrency platforms step away from their original purpose and enter the domain of database-replication protocols, notably, the classical state-machine replication, and in particular its Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) variants. In this paper, we contrast PoW-based blockchains to those based on BFT state machine replication, focusing on their scalability limits. We also discuss recent proposals to overcoming these scalability limits and outline key outstanding open problems in the quest for the "ultimate" blockchain fabric(s).
Introduction
Distributed consensus, infamous for its limited scalability, was for decades perceived as a synchronization primitive that is to be used only in applications in desperate need of consistency and only among few nodes (see e.g., [8, 28] ). However, Nakamoto's Bitcoin cryptocurrency [48] demonstrated the utility of decentralized consensus across thousands of nodes, changing the world of digital transactions forever.
Although the Bitcoin protocol does not actually implement consensus in the traditional distributed computing sense, it comes very close to consensus with probabilistic agreement [26] . In a nutshell, the goal of a cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, is to totally order transactions on a distributed ledger, also called a blockchain. The Bitcoin blockchain consists of a hashchain of blocks: every block contains an ordered set of transactions and a hash of the preceding block (starting from the initial, the so-called "genesis" block). The key part is the Proof-of-Work (PoW) aspect of the hashchain [22] : a Bitcoin block contains nonces that a Bitcon miner (i.e., a node attempting to add a block to the chain) must set in such a way that the hash of the entire block is smaller than a known target, which is typically a very small number. In fact, in Bitcoin, the difficulty of mining, inversely proportional to the target, is adjusted dynamically throughout the lifetime of the system. The adjustment is made with respect to the block-mining rate and, indirectly, with respect to the computational power of nodes participating in the system, to maintain the expected block-mining rate at roughly one block every 10 min [48] . This latency of 10 minutes (per block) is often referred to as the block frequency (see e.g., [23] ) and is one of the two critical "magic numbers" in Bitcoin, the other being the block size, which is set in Bitcoin to 1 MB.
In the early days of Bitcoin, the performance scalability of its probabilistic PoW-based blockchain was not a major issue. Even today, Bitcoin works with a consensus latency of about an hour (for the recommended 6-block transaction confirmation), and with up to 7 (seven) transactions per second peak throughput (with smallest 200-250 byte transactions). On top of this, the Bitcoin network uses a lot of power, which, in 2014, was roughly estimated to be in the ballpark of 0.1-10 GW [49] .
However, blockchain requirements change rapidly, with high latency and low throughput of Bitcoin-like blockchain becoming a major challenge [6] . As a comparison, leading global credit-card payment companies serve roughly 2000 transactions per second on average [59] , with a peak capacity designed to sustain more than 10000 transactions per second. Moreover, the trend of modern cryptocurrency platforms, such as Ethereum [58] , is to support execution of Turing-complete code on blockchain fabric in the form of smart contracts, which are, roughly speaking, custom, self-executing programs (distributed applications) that automatically enforce properties of a digital contract. In fact, smart-contract blockchain is seen as a candidate technology for distributed ledgers in many industries. Clearly, in many of the intended smart-contract use cases, distributed applications require much better performance than that offered by Bitcoin. The banking industry is one prominent example, where potential blockchain use cases go well beyond digital payments [46] to, e.g., securities trade settlements and trade finance.
Smart-contract use cases take the blockchain well beyond its original cryptocurrency purpose, back to the domain of database replication protocols, notably, the classical state-machine replication [54] . Indeed, a smart contract can be modeled as a state machine, and its consistent execution across multiple nodes in a distributed environment can be achieved using state machine replication. A family of state-machine replication protocols particularly interesting for blockchain is the family of Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) [38] state-machine replication protocols, which promise consensus despite participation of malicious (Byzantine) nodes. In more than three decades of research, BFT protocol prototypes have been shown to be practical [10] , reaching practically minimal latencies allowed by the network, and supporting tens of thousands transactions per second (see e.g., [35, 3] ). However, BFT and state-machine replication protocols in general are often challenged for their scalability in terms of number of nodes (replicas) [8] , and have not been throughly tested in this aspect critical to blockchain.
In summary, blockchain consensus technologies of today, PoW and BFT, sit at the two opposite ends of the scalability spectrum. Roughly speaking, PoWbased blockchain offers good node scalability with poor performance, whereas BFT-based blockchain offers good performance for small numbers of replicas, with not-well explored and intuitively very limited scalability. This current state of blockchain scalability is sketched in Figure 1 . Given seemingly inherent tradeoffs between the number of replicas and performance, it is not clear today what the optimal blockchain solution is for the sweet spot relevant for many use cases in which the number of nodes n ranges from a few tens to 1000 (or perhaps few thousands). Fig. 1 . Illustration of performance and scalability of different families of PoW and BFT protocols discussed in this paper. The actual, real-world performance of systems that touch upon the grey area is subject to further research. Hence, their positioning within the grey area is at the moment entirely speculative and for motivational purposes only.
In this paper, we overview recent efforts towards improving scalability on both sides of the spectrum and highlight interesting directions and open problems in the quest for the "ultimate" blockchain fabric. First, in Section 2 we compare PoW-based blockchains to those based on BFT state-machine replication. Then, in Section 3, we overview novel promising approaches to scaling PoW and BFT protocols. We conclude in Section 4 with several open questions that will be interesting to tackle in the very near future. Table 1 gives a high-level comparison between PoW consensus and BFT consensus for a set of important blockchain properties. These properties include node identity management, consensus finality (or, dually, the possibility of temporary forks in the blockchain), scalability in terms of number of consensus nodes and clients, performance (latency, throughput, power consumption), tolerated power of adversary, network synchrony assumptions, and, last but not least, existence of correctness proofs of protocols underlying blockchain. This set of properties is certainly not exhaustive, but we believe it is representative for comparing two blockchain families. In the rest of this section, we discuss Table 1 in more detail. Node identity management. How node identities are managed in PoW and BFT protocols is possibly their most fundamental difference. PoW blockchains feature an entirely decentralized identity management -for example, anybody can download the code for Bitcoin miner, and start participating in the protocol, knowing basically only a single peer to start with. This is a very powerful feature of PoW blockchains and the main reason why they are the blockchain family of choice when it comes to so-called "public" blockchains in which anybody is allowed to participate. Such public blockchains are sometimes also called "permissionless" blockchains -permissionless participation is made possible by PoW, as PoW inherently addresses the Sybil attack [18] , infamous in anonymous networks. Specifically, in PoW-based blockchains, the ability of a node (resp., a pool of nodes) to influence the outcome of PoW consensus depends on computational power of a node (resp., a pool).
PoW vs. BFT blockchains
In contrast, the BFT approach to consensus typically requires every node to know the entire set of its peer nodes participating in consensus. This in turn calls for a (logically) centralized identity management in which a trusted party issues identities and cryptographic certificates to nodes.
1 Intuitively, this aspect of BFT-based blockchains puts it at a disadvantage with respect to PoW blockchains. That said, in a number of emerging blockchain applications (e.g., banking, finance, land and real-estate ownership ledgers) the requirement for known identity of nodes might anyway be imposed for legal and compliance reasons. This explains why BFT consensus protocols are the technology of choice for so-called "permissioned" blockchains, which require blockchain participants identity to be known.
Consensus finality.
Roughly speaking, what is often informally referred to as "consensus finality" (and sometimes as "forward security" [15] ) is a property that mandates that a valid block, appended to the blockchain at some point in time, be never removed from the blockchain. In the standard distributed computing terminology, "consensus finality" follows from a combination of the total order and agreement properties of total order (atomic) broadcast [17] , which is the primitive all state-machine replication protocols are built upon (total order broadcast is, in turn, equivalent to consensus). Translated to blockchain terminology, this property can be phrased as follows:
Definition 1 (Consensus Finality). If a correct node p appends block b to its copy of the blockchain before appending block b , then no correct node q appends block b before b to its copy of the blockchain.
Consensus finality is not satisfied by PoW-based blockchains. To see why, note that, besides obviating the need for identity management, PoW acts as a randomized concurrency control mechanism, in which the block frequency is adjusted such that block collisions (i.e., concurrent appends of different blocks to (a) Consensus finality violation resulting in a fork.
(b) Eventually, one of the blocks must be pruned by a conflict resolution rule (e.g., Bitcoin's longest chain rule). the blockchain) are rare. However, as concurrency control is only probabilistic and as block propagation over a network can take some time [16] , collisions do happen, resulting in temporary forks on the blockchain that PoW-based blockchains are prone to even if all nodes are honest. These temporary forks (see Fig. 2 for an illustration) are resolved by rules such as Bitcoin's longest (most difficult) fork rule [48] , or the GHOST rule [55] , a variant of which is used in Ethereum. However, the very presence of temporary forks implies no consensus finality. As we discuss in more detail below, absence of consensus finality directly impacts the consensus latency of PoW blockchains as transactions need to be followed by several blocks to increase the probability that a transaction will not end up being pruned and removed from the blockchain (we speak of multi-block confirmation).
In contrast, consensus finality is satisfied by all BFT and state-machine replication protocols.
2 This gives BFT-based blockchains a clear advantage over PoW, as applications, users and smart contracts can have immediate confirmation of the final inclusion of a transaction into the blockchain.
Scalability. Although decoupling the issue of blockchain scalability (with the number of nodes and clients in the system) from that of blockchain performance (latency and throughput) is not entirely possible, we nevertheless first focus on the number of nodes and clients for which PoW and BFT technologies have been proven to work in practice.
On the one hand, the Bitcoin network features thousands of mining nodes, demonstrating node scalability of PoW-based blockchains in practice. That said, it is worth mentioning that grouping of miners into mining pools (with the goal of splitting mining rewards and making mining a financially more predictable endeavour) plagues Bitcoin, effectively centralizing the cryptocurrency [27] . We note that mining pool centralization is not a specific trait of Bitcoin, but more a consequence of the popularity of a PoW blockchain, affecting also many altcoins (alternative Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies) as well as popular blockchains, such as Ethereum.
On the other hand. BFT and state-machine replication are, in general, perceived as protocols with poor scalability (see, e.g., Brewer's CAP theorem [8] ). However, having been invented in the context of replicating traditional applications, such as databases, for fault-tolerance, BFT protocols were never really tested thoroughly for their scalability beyond, say, n = 10 or n = 20 nodes, in particular in the light of the fairly modest performance targets of many blockchain applications. Intuitively, because of their intensive network communication which often involves as many as O(n 2 ) messages per block [10] , BFT protocols are seen in the database and systems communities as not scalable (see also [45] ).
3 This is true even for their crash-tolerant counterparts, i.e., replication protocols such as Paxos [37] , Zab [31] and Raft [50] , which are used in many large scale systems but practically never across more than a handful of replicas (see e.g., [13] ).
Finally, when it comes to scalability with the number of clients, both PoW and BFT protocols support thousands of clients and scale well.
Performance. Beyond the very limited performance of Bitcoin of up to 7 transactions per second (with the current block size) and 1-hour latency with 6-block confirmation, PoW-based blockchains face inherent performance challenges. As we already discussed, the two main performance-related parameters of a PoW blockchain are block size and block frequency. Increasing the block size with the goal of boosting throughput comes at the cost of increasing the latency, because of longer propagation delays of larger blocks across the Internet. These longer delays, in turn, have negative implications on blockchain security: longer delays may increase the number of forks and the possibilities for mounting doublespending attacks [34] , because of the possibility of temporary chain forks and absence of consensus finality in PoW blockchains. Similar security challenges apply when the block frequency is increased, with the goal of reducing the latency of multi-block confirmation. The exact security implications of tuning the block frequency and the block size in PoW-based blockchain are in general rather involved (see e.g., [55] for an analysis) and should be handled with care. With this in mind, limited performance is seemingly inherent to PoW blockchains and not an artifact of a particular implementation.
In contrast, modern BFT protocols have been confirmed to sustain tens of thousands of transactions with practically network-speed latencies, not only as prototypes (e.g., [35, 12, 3] ) but also as practical systems [5] .
Adversary. PoW and BFT consider different adversaries. In PoW blockchains, what matters is the total computational (hashing) power controlled by the adversary. Initially, Bitcoin was thought to be invulnerable so long as the adversary controls less than 50% of hashing power. Years later, it was shown that Bitcoin mining is actually vulnerable even if only 25% of the computing power is controlled by an adversary [24] . In contrast, BFT voting schemes are known to tolerate at most n/3 corrupted nodes [20] . This bound holds only when the network is allowed to be (from time to time) fully asynchronous -strengthening synchrony assumptions makes it possible to raise this threshold. The classical n/3 threshold bound for BFT consensus can be generalized to general adversary structures, where an adversary can control different subsets of nodes [29, 57] .
Network synchrony. Bitcoin relies on the local time of a node to timestamp a block. Roughly speaking, a block is accepted as valid if its timestamp is greater than the median of the last 11 blocks. Additionally, timestamps play a major role in calculating the difficulty of mining and maintaining block frequency. Therefore, loose clock synchrony is needed for liveness. However, timestamp manipulation attacks that may also compromise the consistency of the blockchain are conceivable (see the "zeitgeist attack" [1]). Although such attacks are difficult to stage against major PoW blockchains such as Bitcoin, they have been successfully performed in the context of some PoW altcoins.
BFT protocols typically do not rely on any physical clock. 4 However, eventually synchronous communication is needed to ensure liveness, owing to the FLP consensus impossibility result, which states that consensus is impossible to achieve deterministically with potentially faulty nodes in a purely asynchronous system [25] . The safety properties of consensus, including consensus finality, are maintained despite global communication outages and arbitrarily long asynchrony periods [20] .
Correctness proofs. Historically, state-machine replication protocols, and in particular their BFT variants, have been recognized as very challenging to design and implement [11, 5, 3] . Consequently, new protocols are subject to detailed academic scrutiny and therefore come with (more or less) detailed proofs, sometimes even with formal proofs that take an entire PhD thesis (see [14, 41] ). Even if it may be understandable why Bitcoin was originally deployed without having been subjected to similar scrutiny, it is rather surprising that novel PoW blockchains are rarely accompanied by a detailed security and distributed protocol and security analysis.
Improving blockchain scalability
In this section we overview and discuss several recent efforts that focus on improving the scalability aspects of both PoW and BFT blockchains.
Improving the performance of PoW blockchains. Sompolinski and Zohar recently proposed the GHOST (Greedy Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree) rule [55] , which basically resolves conflicts in a PoW blockchain by weighing the subtrees rooted in blocks rather than the longest (sub)chain rooted in given blocks. Although GHOST is essentially a conflict-resolution strategy, it offers performance benefits over the standard longest (heaviest) chain rule of Bitcoin, as it provides more secure means of increasing the block frequency and the block size [55] . A variant of the GHOST rule is actually implemented in the Ethereum blockchain [58] , although the GHOST-PoW performance has not yet been adequately stresstested with high loads (in 2016, typical Ethereum throughput is fewer than 20,000 transactions per day, i.e., about 0.2 tx/s on average). Bitcoin-NG is a novel proposal by Eyal et al. [23] that uses standard PoW for leader election, declaring a node which mines a block with standard difficulty (called a key block) to become a leader until a new key block is mined. In the meantime, the leader can append microblocks to the chain, which are not subject to PoW mining but are merely hashchained together. As such, microblocks considerably increase the throughput of the whole system and decrease the latency (that said, Bitcoin-NG is still to be stress-tested in practice). In a sense, Bitcoin-NG mixes leader election, often seen in BFT protocols, with a leader-centric protocol in between leader-election epochs. However, what is different in Bitcoin-NG from BFT protocols is that leader election is PoW-based. Consequently, forks are still possible in Bitcoin-NG and consensus finality is not ensured, which may lead to security implications such as asset double-spending, as discussed earlier.
Scaling blockchain through parallelization. Scaling blockchain by making it a blockDAG (directed acyclic graph) rather than a linear chain of blocks, was recently proposed by Lewenberg et al. in the context of PoW [39] . The idea is to allow non-conflicting transactions (e.g., those transactions that do not constitute double-spending attempts) to be initially on different forks, but to eventually merge the forks by mining a block that would include them both in the ledger.
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The BFT and state-machine replication communities have also been intensively exploring the idea of parallel replication for a few years now, leveraging parallelization of execution of independent requests (transactions) (see, e.g., [33, 43] ).
Eliminating communication and resource overhead in BFT protocols. As we have already discussed, the major challenge for BFT protocols that prevents their wider adoption in blockchain is their scalability in terms of the number of nodes. Stellar [44] is an ongoing effort aimed at removing unanimously accepted membership lists from BFT protocols, while maintaining the other BFT advantages over PoW. Other approaches target the BFT scalability without changing membership assumptions. These include optimistic BFT protocols [52, 3] which feature linear communication complexity in the "common case" and resort to expensive O(n 2 ) communication among nodes featured by classical protocols such as PBFT [10] only if the network and the process fault pattern are particularly infavorable. However, even optimistic BFT have a resource and communication overhead when compared to crash-tolerant replication protocols (e.g., [37, 31, 50] ), which are better proven in practice and may serve as a baseline for BFT.
To rectify this, Liu et al. recently proposed a novel network and node fault model called XFT [40] that allows one to tolerate up to n/2 Byzantine nodes. At the same time, XFT features message patterns characteristic to crash-tolerant replication protocols, i.e., without the overhead pertaining to typical BFT message patterns. To this end, XFT ("cross" fault tolerance) challenges the established ability of a BFT adversary to control the network and Byzantine nodes simultaneously, decoupling network faults from Byzantine-node faults, treating them as largely independent. As such, XFT goes in the direction of a more realistic adversary model that resembles the one of PoW blockchains, which are not very concerned with the ability of the adversary to control the entire communication network.
Finally, another appealing direction for future BFT-based blockchain is BFT protocols that leverage small pieces of trusted hardware (e.g., [32] ) to improve communication and reduce resource cost.
Randomized BFT. Randomized BFT protocols (e.g., [7, 56, 9] ) are appealing alternative to standard, eventually synchronous [21] BFT protocols such as PBFT. Specifically, randomized BFT protocols circumvent the FLP consensus impossibility result [25] by guaranteeing correctness with very high probability (i.e., always, except with negligible probability), rather than deterministically. This allows randomized BFT protocols to be completely asynchronous [4] .
For many years, an issue with randomized BFT protocols has been their performance. Specifically, classical randomized BFT (e.g., [4, 7, 56, 9] ) are very inefficient compared to eventually synchronous, deterministic BFT protocols mostly due to overhead of cryptographic tools they use. However, this may be changing soon with novel randomized BFT protocols such as HoneyBadger [47] showing promise for good practical performance (i.e., reasonably high throughput) with up to about 100 nodes, through cherry-picking best available cryptographic tools for randomization as well as processing requests in very large batches. Clearly, large batches negatively impact latency, but this could be addressed by Hybrid BFT protocols [2] that may combine very efficient optimistic and deterministic BFT protocols (e.g., those described in [3] ) with practical randomized protocols such as HoneyBadger. Early examples of such Hybrid BFT protocols can be found in [2, 36, 52] , but the development of future Hybrid BFT protocols can be facilitated by using the modular BFT design framework described in [3] .
Mixing PoW and BFT. Recently, Decker et al. [15] have proposed to enhance PoW blockchain with BFT (concretely, the PBFT protocol [10] ), primarily to ensure consensus finality in a PoW blockchain by using BFT. SCP [42] also proposes a hybrid PoW/BFT protocol, using PoW for identity management and (parallel and hierarchical) BFT consensus for agreement. Clearly, the above discussion on the importance of scaling BFT in terms of the number of nodes is also critical to such approaches that mix PoW and BFT.
Conclusion and open problems
We briefly overviewed state of the art as well as emerging directions towards scalable blockchain. We contrasted proof-of-work (PoW) and Byzantine faulttolerant (BFT) consensus protocols, highlighting their respective advantages.
Future work will be very dynamic and interesting. Making Figure 1 more precise, i.e., placing various protocols at the correct place with respect to their performance versus their node-scalability, entails a fair amount of research, but represents an immediate open problem that needs to be better understood to facilitate future blockchain scalability improvements. Furthermore, a lot of potential lies in synergies between PoW and BFT, both when it comes to combining protocol techniques and when it comes to refining the adversarial and network models.
Finally, for the most demanding blockchain applications, it would be interesting to move computationally expensive parts of BFT protocols (e.g., cryptography) closer to hardware. In general, implementing consensus in hardware is indeed very appealing and may yield impressive performance, as attested by recent proposals that explore this idea in the context of crash fault-tolerance [51, 30] .
